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AssTRncr 
Since advanced micmpmssws are designed based on simulation !cols, accurate assessments ofthe amwnt of mstalk 
noise m ofparamount importance to avoid lcgic hi7uras and less-thanqfimal designs. Wm increasing dodc hquencies, 
inducbLe effects become more importaot, and the varidity of assumptions commonly used in simulation tods and approaches 
is undeaL We comparad accurate experimental S-parametee with rasults derived from both magnebquaskstatic and full- 
wave simulation W s ,  for simp!a crosstalk sbuctutes wth various Capacitive and indudve couplings, in the presence of 
parallel and orthogonal conductm, Our validation approach made possible the identlimtbn oftha strengths and weaknesses 
of both tools as a function of hquencj which provides useful guidance to designee who have to balance the tiadea7s 
between accuracy and computation expenses for a fag? vafiety ofcases. 
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Present advanced miuoproc;essor designs rely heavily on simulation results, since time and resource constfaints make 
impossible the expsrimental assessment of all cases of interest lnaccurades in the estimated crosstalk noise could resut in 
kgic failures and lessthan-optimal designs. Furthennore, the uncertainties associated with simulation twls !hat have not 
been validated typkslly translate into c o m t i v e  mowoptimal desgns. Unfortunately, obtaining the high-qualii experimental 
data at high frequencies (tens of GHz) that is needed to validate simulation twls is challenging because of parasks that can 
significantly distort the experimental results. 
A complete experimental validation using structures implemented in a full flow Si testchip with drivers and receivers can 
pdentialiy provide realistic results to investigate signal integrity but I wld require significant layout time and manufacturing 
expenses, and is usualiy not a ptactical option. In addiin. ac!ive Si measurements of aosstalk noise are typically indired and 
ix?n& greatly when combined with passive measurements. On the other hand, the relaWely low cost of passivestructure 
testchips (i.e. with no &e Si devices) pmvides the opportunity for f a W n g  and testhg hundreds of test strudwes, whih 
fadliites the identification ofthe underlying physical mechanisms that govern signal lntegiity 
In this paper, we investigate the behavior of simple passive crasstalk shuctures in which we vaned key physical dimensions 
(e.g. spacings and lengths), as well as the orientation of the conductors in the layers above and Wow the signal lines, to 
obtain different levels of inductive and capadke couplings. The experimental charactemation of the test sbvctures was 
canid out by measudng their Sparametem, from which we removed the parasitics using a deembedding approach that we 
developed. In addition. we used a quashagnetc-stak and a fulCwave simulation tods to calculate the behavior of the test 
structures. M i  we compared to the experimental results to MenWy their strengths and weaknesses. 

EXPWMEKVU 
We considered passive test strudures fabricated using three levels of metal, to which we wiU refer as M1, M2, and M3 (Fig. 
1 a), The structures basically consisted of two parallel signal lines in M2, wide solid retums in M 2 .  and additioml returns of two 
diflerent type in M1 and M3. One of the signal lines in M2 was 1 p wide while the other was 2 p wide. sbudures E l  (Ell, 
€12, €13, €14) have 50 % dense conductors in MI  and M3 (i.e. the Cu conductors occupied 50 % ofthe total area), formed 
by I p-wide lines running perpendicular to the M2signal l i i .  structures E22 have 50 %dense retwns in MI  and M3 
composed of 1 p-wide lines funning parallel to the signal lines. Byvalying the distance between the signal lines (s2) and the 
distance between signal lines and r&ms m M2 @2), different levels of capactbe and inductive cwplings were obtained. 
Table 1 summadim the dimensions of the crosstalk structures, which were measured using high resolution SEM cmss 
sedions and optical miaosmpy. Asingle value of h e  length (2 mm) is considered fw the El structures, and two dfferent line 
lengths are used for E22 (2 and 8 mm). The dc resistivity of the Cu lines was obtained by measuring the total resistance of 
lines of dfferent lengths, and was found to be 1.97 f l a n .  The effectbe dielectric constant of the combined Si and Si nibide 
layers was measured at 1 MHz For both M2 signal hes, one of the ends was leff open, the other was connected to a 
bondpd, resulting in twoport structures (see Fig. 21). Since the bondpads were both on the same side of the lines, the 
measumentscwrespondedtotheswallednearendcrcsstaYnndse. 
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The elecbical behavior of the sbuctures was experimentally charademed by measuring their Sparameters in the frequency 
range 45 MHz-40 GHr using an HP8510 system. The dimensions of the bondpads were 50 x 35 pm2, which were probed 
with 50 pm+~itch grouncksigna!+“ miaowavB pobes. 
The Sparameters, %, of two port sbudures form a matrix of rank 2: Sll is the reflection at port 1, while Slz represents the 
acestalk between ports 1 and 2. Two impMiant advantages of Sparameters are that (1) they can be accurately measured, 
and (2) they albw deembedding of parasi?ics (will be discussed later). In addition, they also provide a dired measure of the 
amount of cmsstalk at each frequency (S13. which is of great importance since, as we will show later, the amount of crosstalk 
strongly depends on frequency in a nomonotonic manner, and can increase or decrease with increasing frequency. Finally, 
it is important to mention thal, given the Spatameten and the reference impedance (50 f2 in this work), the timedomain 
response can be calculated for any excitatbn and loading wndion. On lhe contrary, a given timedomain resuit (i.e. voltage- 
time) is only val i  for the particubr rise time, pulse shape. and termination conditions of the experiment. 

Table 1: structures considered in this reoort. 
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Flgure 1. (a) Cross sectional view ofthe crosstalk sbuctures, indicating the Mnfinition of s2 and g2 Line widths are 1 and 2 pn. 
(b) Top view of the WO types of retllms in MI  and M3 considered in this paper. 

To measure the response of the signal lines, cables, probes, bondpads, access lines and vias are necessary (Fig. 2a). 
Unfortunately, these addbnal elements also wntriiute to the measured q, in a complicated frquency-dependent manner 
The removal of these undesirable sgnak. referred to as parasitics, is a d i i k  task that has hindered many prevlous 
vaiii&m attempts. The parasitks introduced by the cables and the probes were removed following the welCknown SOLT 
technique [I] using a calibration substrate (i.e. off de). To remove the remaining parasitics generated by the bondpads, as, 
and access lines, we developed a deembedding technique that builds upon the --matrix technique. and that allowed us to 
aaxlrak& remove the parasitics. We modeled h e  parasitics with general frequenqdependent 2 and Y elements (Fig. 2b.). 
M i  are unlourwn. 

Figure 2. (a) Schematics of the 
structures. (b) Circuit model, 
showing the parasitlcs 
sources and the OUT. (c) 
Schematics of a “Thru” 
calibration structure. (d) 
Circuit model for,the “Thru”. 

Mathematicab, t is wmrenient to use [ABCD] mabices. which allow cascading of elements in series [l]. If the Y and 2 
parameters are given, the ABCD matttt of the DUT can be obtained using: 
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where ((a, b],{c, d)), is the (known) (ABCD] mabk obtained from the measured Si, ({a, b},{c, d))m~ is the (unknown) 
[ABCD] m a w  of Ule DUT, the other two matrices are the [ABCD] matrices of the two emr boxes shown in Fig. 2b (PI and p3. 
and V, and Z, i = 1,2) are the paramebrs used io d e s a i i  each parasitic box. To obtain these parameters, we used 
'Thru", 'Short" and "Open" calibration structures (Fig. 2c shows a 'Thru"). For example, for a Thru calibration structue, the 
following equation can be written: 

[; 3m"=p+;zl 3( Y2 ' ItY*Z, zz ] (2) 

Similar equations can be written for the other two types of calibration structures. We measured the S-parameters of 
Thnt, Open and Short calibration structures, from which we obtained (Y,, 2,) for each port as a function of frequency, 
using Eq. 2 and the analogous equations for the Short and Open calibration structures. A mare detailed description 
of the estimation of deembedding errors, which were found to be below 10 %. will be presented elsewhere. 

Simulation results derived with two different simulation tools are presented in this paper: a 2D magneto-quasi-static 
tool, and a full-wave tool. The magneto-quasi-static tool uses a PEEC (partial element equivalent circuit) 
formulation for R and L extraction, and a pure static formulation for the C extraction, where R, L, and C are, 
respectlvely, the resistance, inductance and capacitance per unit length of interconnect. In this tool, the conductors 
in M2 were modeled as lossy transmission lines for all Structures. For structure E22. the conductors in M1 and M3 
were also modeled as transmission lines. For structures El l-EI4, which have perpendicular conductors in M1 and 
M3, the capacitances was extracted by replacing the perpendicular conductors by a solid metal plane, but they were 
removed for the R and L extractions. The Si substrate was modeled as a conductor. 
The full-wave solver is a rigorous Maxwell's partial differential equation solver for modeling of waveguiding 
structures recently developed at Intel. This tool represents the original wave propagation problem into a generalized 
eigen-value problem. The resulting eigen-value representation can accurately comprehend both conductor and 
dielectric losses, arbitrary conductor and dielectric configurations, and arbiirary materials. The propagation 
characteristics along the longitudinal direction are explicitly introduced to rigorously reduce the discretization of 3D 
spaces to the transverse cross section only, which significantly reduces the computational complexity. A mode 
matching technique applicable to lossy system is developed to solve large-scale 3D problems by using PD-like CPU 
time and memory. For structures E l  1-E14, unlike the 2D magnetoquasi-static tool, all perpendicular conductors in 
M1 and M3 are rigorously modeled. A more detailed description can be found in [Z]. 

Figure 3 compares the magnitude of SrZ obtained wiih the magnetoquasi-static and the ful!-wave tods, to the deembedded 
experimental results, as a function of frequency. From Fig. 3, the following conclusions can be made: 
1. There is an excellent agreement between both simulatsn tools and experiments for structures with parallel conductom in 

MI  and M3. 
2. There is a signikant frequency she in the range of 2-7 GHz, between the magnetc-quasi-sktic simulations and the 

experiments for strudures with perpendicular mnductws in M1 and M3. On the contrary, an excellent agreement is 
obsaned between the full-wave results ;vnd the experiments. 

3. The crosstalk noise level is an der of magnitude larger in the presence of perpendmlar interconnects than in the 
presence of parallel intercMlnects in M1 and M3. 

The very good agreement bdween the magnetquasi-static tod and experiments at tens of GHz is suggesting that the 
magreto&tic approximiion holds for sb" with parallel returns in the frequency range of interest In this paper. For the 
structures with perpendhlar condudors in M1 and M3, onb the fuu-Wave tool armrateiy captures the experimental data, while 
the magnetcquasktatic results are affected by a SigniRcant frequency shift It is relevant to mentim that frequency sh& 
banslate to delays in the time domain. It is a b  interesting to note that the frequency shff becomes significant at frequencies 
above 10 GHz, which as a rule of thumb, mrresponds to 1-3 GHz dgital signa$. Consequently, for presant and future dcck 
speeds. an imptoper c h a " k m  of struchaes WiVI perpendicular COnduCtMS m!d have adverse impkalhm on timing, 
dodc and signal integrity assessments. In addition, Fig. 3 shows Vlat the amwnt of crcsstalk sbongty depends on frequency in 
a nomonotonic manner, and suggests that spedal care should be taken when perfomling analysis of aosstak at a single 
frequency. It is intemfingto note that the values of Sr2 of E22 am an order of magnitude smaller than those ofsf~&res El ,  
which is expected since the parallel conductors in M1 and M3 of E22 are m m  efficient current return @hs than the 
perpendcular conductors in M I  and M3 of structures El .  Finah the magnitude of the disagreement between the static results 
and experimental data was found to be s i g n k m  for all the E l  structures, which have different relathre inductbe and capacitive 
coupling strengths. A possible cause of the observed discrepancies between the static simulations and the sxpeliments could 
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be partialiy due to the 3D nature of the structure at hand, but dominanfiy due to the decoupled model of E and H used in the 
magnebqwi-stat ic  tools. 

- Measured - Magneto-quasi-static 
Is121 ---_- Full wave 

Figure 3. Measured I.Stzl as a Function offrequencyfor structures with perpendicular conductors in M I  and M3 (El l .  
E12, E13 and E14) and For structures with parallel conductors in M I  and M3 (EZZ). 

S u m ~ p a v w  CONCLUSDNS 
We desaibed an experimental approach that provides accurate high frequency Sparameters, which enabled us to aentify the 
strengths and limilations of two simubbn tools that represent two c o n "  cases in this field a 2D magnebquasi-static and 
a 3D fuu-Wave tool. We found that both type of simulatws can acmatety capture me response of structwes with parallel 
conductors. On the contrary, in the presence of relevant conductors that run perpendicular to signal lines, only the fulkwave 
tool pmvided accurate results. The observed dmpancies behwen the static simulabns and the experiments was ascribed 
to the 3D nature oftha structure at hand and to the dewupled model of E and H used in the magnetoquas'ktatic tools. 
Our validation appmach made pcssible th8 identification of the strengths and weaknesses of both approaches as a functnn of 
frequenw, which provides useful guidance to des@= that have to balance the tradeoffs berWeen accuracy and 
computation expenses for a large variety of pmdical skuations. 
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